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About Us
Paras Dyeing And Printing Mills, also popular for brand EVOLOVE in the market is a reputable
manufacturer & exporter that with its vast product line is geared to respond promptly and
dynamically to ever changing needs of Indian and global customers.
Making fabrics and garments especially meant for women is the specialty of our client
centric company. As such, our range of Ladies Pajama, Ladies Cotton Pajama, Ladies Tank
Top, Ladies Shorts, etc., is marketed in different designs, styles, patterns, etc., and these
parameters can be altered as per preferences of buyers. In addition to being a leading
garment producer, we are also reigning strong as a fabric manufacturer specializing in a host
of Textile Designing to produce end-to-end manufacturing services. We can offer services
related to rotary screen printing and more.
We have attained industry benchmarks because of a modern infrastructural setup, which is
ably steered by our competent team. Empowered by our technological prowess and team
strength, we are offering a customer friendly range of fabrics and garments for women not
only in India but across the USA, Gulf countries and in many European countries. We also
owe our success to our mentor, Mr. Anand Golcha, whose expertise in the Textile and Apparel
industry is unrivalled. His excellence in business is also a strong reason behind our wide
popularity, worldwide.

Our Strengths
Some advantages that we enjoy as a formidable market competitor are:

 We manage vast stocks of garments and fabrics that we ethically deliver
 We have state-of-the art production facilities that help us avoid backlogs
 We have many experienced professionals working diligently at various wings of our
company

 We can create made to measure garments and fabrics
 We have facilities for entertaining bulk orders with perfection
 We never fail to make fast deliveries (within lead time of not more than 15 days for
sampling)

Our Products

Evolove Womens Printed Pajama T
Shirt Sets (EVO27)

Evolove Womens Printed Pajama
T Shirt Sets (EVO2)

Evolove Womens Pajama T
Shirt Sets (EVO23)

Evolove Womens Pajama T-Shirt
Sets (EVO25)

Evolove Womens Printed Pajama
T Shirt Sets (EVO26)

Evolove Womens Printed Pajama
T Shirt Sets (EVO3)

Evolove Womens Pajama
T-Shirt Sets (EVO1)

Evolove Womens Pajama
T Shirt Sets (EVO24)

12 Kali Shimmer Palazzo

Ladies Fancy Pajama

Ladies Rayon Bottom Pajama

Ladies Cotton Capri

Ladies Nightwear Printed Capri

Printed Cotton Fabrics

Anti Bacterial And Anti Microbial
Rayon Fabric

Ladies Shorts

Rayon Short Nighty

Pdpm Ladies Rayon Printed
Nighty Short Nighty
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